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Dear Mr Chadwick 

International Air Transport Association 
Application for minor variation of authorisation A90855 - IATA Cargo Tariff 
Coordination 

On behalf of the International Air Transport Association (IATA), we enclose an application for 
minor variation of a non-merger authorisation under section 91A(1) of the Trade Practices Act 
1974. 

The minor variation is sought to extend the duration of authorisation of the IATA Cargo Tariff 
Coordination system under authorisation A90855 from 30 June 2008 to 30 September 2008. 

If you have any queries about the application, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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Regulation 70 
Form FA 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Trade Practices Act 1974 - Subsection 91A(I) 

APPLICATION FOR MINOR VARIATION OF A NON-MERGER 
AUTHORISATION 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Application is hereby made under subsection 91A(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 for a 
minor variation of an authorisation. 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of applicant: 

International Air Transport Association ('IATA') A 4 0% 55 

(27) Description of business carried on by applicant: 

Coordination of procedures and arrangements for the safe and efficient 
movement of people and goods by air internationally. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant: 

Minter Ellison 
Level 3 ,25 National Circuit 
CANBERRA ACT 2603 

2. Minor variation of authorisation 

(a) Description of the contract, arrangement or understanding, or the relevant 
conduct, for which authorisation was granted, including, but not limited to, the 
registration number assigned to that authorisation (the original authorisation): 

The contracts, arrangements or understandings which constitute the IATA cargo 
tariff coordination system, as far as it operates in Australia or applies to parties 
incorporated in or carrying on business in Australia, authorised under 
Authorisation A90855 dated 9 November 2006. 

(b) Provide a description of the goods or services that relate to the authorisation 
for which variation is sought: 

Scheduled international air services. 

(c) Provide details of the variation for which authorisation is sought, including but 
not limited to identijkation of differences between the contract, arrangement or 
understanding, or the relevant conduct, that was originally authorised and the 



contract, arrangement or understanding, or the relevant conduct; for which a 
minor variation of authorisation is sought: 

Minor variation is sought to extend the duration of authorisation for the IATA 
cargo tariff coordination system from 30 June 2008 to 30 September 2008. 

(d) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of the claim that the variation is a 
minor variation: 

IATA had proposed moving to a new cargo tariff coordinating mechanism that 
continued the benefits of multilateral cargo interlining but reduced the potential 
for anticompetitive effects. The new mechanism could not be introduced 
without unanimous support of members of the IATA Cargo Tariff Coordinating 
Conferences. Although a significant majority of members voted in favour of 
the new mechanism, the vote was not unanimous. 

From a practical view point the only real alternative for IATA is to terminate 
cargo tariff coordination on routes tolfrom Australia as soon as possible. 
Consequently, IATA cargo tariff coordination for interline purposes will cease 
on 30 September 2008 for routes tolfrom Australia. This will bring to a 
conclusion arrangements that have served the public interest well for almost 60 
years. 30 September 2008 is the earliest date this can occur and consequently 
IATA is seeking an extension of Authorisation A90855, as it applies to the 
contracts, arrangements and understandings that constitute IATA cargo tariff 
coordination, from 30 June 2008 to 30 September 2008. 

As the ACCC will appreciate, the withdrawal of Australian routes from the 
IATA cargo tariff coordination system is a complex process for both IATA and 
for the airlines participating in the IATA multilateral cargo interline system that 
relies on the IATA rates developed through that system. 

For instance, IATA needs to: 

remove tolfrom Australia rates from The Air Cargo Tariff (TACT); 

reclassify rules contained in TACT to no longer apply tolfrom Australia; 

amend composite resolutions currently applicable to Australia to exclude 
application to routes tolfrom Australia (mail vote); and 

provide guidance and information to airlines and the freight forwarder 
community to allow them to adjust to the new situation. 

For instance, IATA members and other airlines need to: 

consider whether they want to establish their own published rates tolfrom 
Australia; and 

negotiate bilateral arrangements where they want to interline on routes 
tolfrom Australia that have previously relied on IATA multilateral cargo 
interlining rates. 



3. Parties to the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether proposed or 
actual), or conduct, for which variation of authorisation is sought 

(a) Names, addresses and description of business carried on by those other parties 
to the contract, arrangement or understanding, or the relevant conduct: 

(i) IATA, an international association of airlines established under an Act of 
the Parliament of Canada to provide a forum within which member 
airlines contribute to safe, reliable, scheduled air services, and having its 
head office at 800 Place Victoria, Montreal, Canada; 

(ii) IATA members participating in the IATA Cargo Tariff Coordinating 
Conferences, both current and future. These airlines carry on the 
business of operating scheduled air services. A list of the IATA 
members currently participating in the IATA Cargo Tariff Coordinating 
Conferences is in Appendix 1. Addresses will be provided on request; 

(iii) IATA members and other airlines that do not participate in the IATA 
Cargo Tariff Coordinating Conferences but who are signatories to the 
IATA Cargo Multilateral Interline Traffic Agreement and/or the IATA 
Multilateral Prorate Agreement - Cargo. These airlines carry on the 
business of operating scheduled air services. A list of all current 
signatories is in Appendix 2 (including IATA members listed in 
Appendix 1). Addresses will be provided on request. 

(b) Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by parties and other 
persons on whose behalfthis application is made: 

(i) IATA, an international association of airlines established under an Act of 
the Parliament of Canada to provide a forum within which member 
airlines contribute to safe, reliable, scheduled air services, and having its 
head office at 800 Place Victoria, Montreal, Canada; 

(ii) IATA members both current and future. These airlines carry on the 
business of operating scheduled air services. A list of current IATA 
members is in Appendix 1. Addresses will be provided on request. 

(c) Where those parties on whose behalf the application is made are not known 
description of the class of business carried on by those possibleparties to the 
contract or proposed contract, arrangement or understanding: 

Not applicable. 

4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Provide submissions regarding the effect of the minor variation upon the public 
benefits resulting or likely to result from the original authorisation: 

The IATA cargo tariff coordination system has, for almost 60 years, delivered 
significant public benefits including: 

efficient and timely delivery of cargo; 



reduced transaction costs for the shipper; 

access for Australian consumers to products produced overseas at 
transportation efficient rates; 

access for Australian producers to distant, inaccessible markets; 

expanded route networks for smaller and regional airlines as well as new 
entrants; and 

opportunity for new entrants and smaller airlines to compete . 

In granting Authorisation A90855 the ACCC accepted that there were 
significant transition benefits in allowing IATA to make an orderly transition 
from the position where the IATA cargo tariff coordination system is subject to 
authorisation to the position where, after expiry of Authorisation A90855, 
authorisation of the system is no longer required. In accepting those benefits 
the ACCC recognised that the transition period, while remaining short, must 
still be adequate to allow IATA and industry stakeholders to take all necessary 
steps. 

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

See above. 

5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described at 2(b) 
are supplied or acquired and other affected markets including: significant suppliers 
and acquirers; substitutes available for the relevant goods or services; any restriction 
on the supply or acquisition of the relevant goods or services Cfor example geographic 
or legal restrictions): 

The relevant market is the market for transportation of freight by air from Australia to 
destinations around the world and from destinations around the world to Australia. 

6. Public detriments 

(a) Provide submissions regarding the effect of the minor variation upon the 
detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the original 
authorisation, in particular the likely effect of the conduct on the prices of the 
goods or services described at 2 0 )  above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affcted markets: 

IATA asserts that no public detriment has resulted from authorisation of the 
IATA cargo tariff coordination system under A90855. In Determination 
A90855 the ACCC reached no definitive view as to the balance of public 
benefit and detriment. Due to the limited duration of the extension sought the 
minor variation will have no material effect on public detriment. 

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 



See above. 

7. Further information 

(a) Name and address ofperson authorised by the applicant to provide additional 
information in relation to this application: 

Russell Miller AM 
Minter Ellison 
Level 3,25 National Circuit 
Canberra ACT 2603 
Telephone: (02) 6225 3297 

Dated: 6 May 2008 

Signed on behalf of the applicant 

.......................................... 
Colin T. Flynn 
Senior Legal Counsel 
International Air Transport Association 



Appendix 1 

IATA MEMBERS CURRENTLY PARTICIPATING IN THE CARGO 
TARIFF COORDINATING CONFERENCES 

84 Tunis Air 
85 United Airlines 
86 Yeminia 



Appendix 2 

CURRENT SIGNATORIES TO THE IATA CARGO MULTILATERAL 
INTERLINE TRAFFIC AGREEMENT AND/OR IATA 

MULTILATERAL PRORATE AGREEMENT - CARGO 

1 38. 1 Air Moldova 

uftverkehrs AG dba Austrian 

) 76. 1 British Airways p.1.c. 






